
Q1 With regards to the lecture "Protect Your Privacy Now, Before It's Too
Late", presented by Dr. Ann Cavoukian, please identify your level of

satisfaction with the following:
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# COMMENTS (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 She was fun to listen to 10/25/2017 6:37 AM

2 I think the audience lost interest the last half hour because it was very detailed. Perhaps too many
facts too absorb after the hour

10/24/2017 2:33 PM

3 Presentation did not apply to me personally. Not interested in hearing about policy between
government and business.

10/24/2017 1:42 PM

4 It lacked more specific things we could do ourselves to protect our identity. I left feeling I still didn’t
know how to protect myself.

10/24/2017 7:30 AM

5 Material was more of a business oriented presentation without consideration for the particular
audience relevance It was a prior power point fast track resume of an enourmous study required at
govt level but really bypassed personal I.T. Safety and strategies which may have been more
beneficial. The speaker is known for her knowledge and govt involvement but I feel this
presentation,presented at lightening speed left no memorable impact on how to protect my privacy

10/23/2017 8:56 PM

6 I felt she spent a long time telling us all of her achievements, which were wonderful, but I wanted
more information on protecting my privacy. I felt she spoke a little too fast when she realized she
didn't have as much time as she thought. I missed some of what she was saying. She is a brilliant
lady, just wish she gave more information that I expected from the topic.

10/23/2017 7:26 PM

7 Sorry, I did not find the topic very relevant. The speaker was intelligent and passionate about her
subject but the information was geared rather to corporations, businesses, rather than individuals.

10/23/2017 6:53 PM

8 scarey 10/23/2017 1:29 PM
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9 She is very animated and upbeat! 10/23/2017 11:27 AM

10 conveyed passion foe the topic 10/23/2017 10:10 AM

11 She has a great deal of knowledge and excellent presentation skills. Might have been a slightly
better if she had culled some of the information before so she wouldn't have to keep asking "How
many minutes do I have left?" Nevertheless, very good presentation.

10/23/2017 8:57 AM

12 Dr. Cavoukian spoke very quickly and didn't go into enough detail on any one aspect of privacy.
Perhaps she should have concentrated on fewer areas.

10/23/2017 6:42 AM

13 Found it to be too vague at the beginning. Near the end she made it more interesting and
relateable.

10/23/2017 5:28 AM

14 Dr Cavoukian is very familiar with her subject- she has been involved with it for a long time. She
did not taper her presentation to either her allowed time period or to the audience. It needed to be
targeted to what privacy means to the general public, what we need to be warned to look for and
how to protect ourselves. These topics were just skinned over. her presentation was targeted to a
business community. i got the feeling that she was too busy selling her Centre at Ryerson to take
the time to taper her material to a public audience.

10/22/2017 9:15 PM

15 The content was mostly relating to businesses not enough about how an average person can
protect themselves in daily life situations

10/22/2017 5:19 PM

16 I would have preferred less background & more “ what can happen & protection. “ that being said, I
did enjoy & learned.

10/22/2017 8:54 AM

17 Dr C is a very animated and knowledgable speaker who is easy to understand. However, her
lecture was too theoretical. I would have preferred a more practical focus on how cyber-hacking
works (even her potential theories on the controversial Russian hacking of the US election), how
we can safely deal with Equifax and other credit reporting bureaus, how we can deal
with/remember multiple passwords, etc.

10/22/2017 5:22 AM

18 Possibly less business oriented and more info on ‘how to’ for the average person 10/22/2017 4:57 AM

19 Content directed towards businesses etc, not laymen or regular folk. 10/21/2017 7:09 PM

20 Great presenter. Great passion. 10/21/2017 6:20 PM

21 She delivered her material with great style, humour and amazing knowledge. 10/21/2017 5:20 PM

22 She did not consider her audience. Considering that she was speaking to mostly retired women or
women who use their personal computers a lot, it would have been more beneficial if she talked
more about internet privacy.

10/21/2017 4:25 PM

23 Not enough about the actual specifics of protecting our privacy. Too much time spent on broad,
general information.

10/21/2017 4:11 PM

24 She was too theoretical and her target audience suppose to have been either professional or
academic. She didn"t touch upon security and personal information which is a current critical topic!
we didnt find the lecture interesting

10/21/2017 3:22 PM

25 Her presentation seemed more for a business audience 10/21/2017 1:57 PM

26 the topic was good but she spent the first hour talking about how she developed privacy protocols.
I believe 10 minutes would have been enough. I, like most I believe, was more interested in how to
protect my privacy.

10/21/2017 1:35 PM

27 Talk was too technical. We were more interested in practical info and every day help to apply 10/21/2017 12:59 PM

28 Numbingly boring. 10/21/2017 12:49 PM

29 She was too technical in the beginning. I wanted to know more about how I could protect my
privacy - she did mention that in the Q and A

10/21/2017 12:27 PM

30 A lot to cover. Had to speak very fast. 10/21/2017 11:34 AM

31 Talk was not tailored to the audience. It was clearly an academic talk given before. 10/21/2017 11:31 AM

32 Thought most of the lecture was geared for businesses and not individuals. 10/21/2017 10:40 AM

33 The content was too academic. Too much information! The slides were overwhelming and were
flipped before we had a chance to read; absorbing the content was impossible. Had the 'Rule of 6'
been applied the visual presentation would have been beneficial.

10/21/2017 9:13 AM
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34 very genera, vaguel and not for the ordinary public. Lecture did not explain anything.Only when
answering questions was there any specific information given. Organized as if it were a lecture for
people in that field.

10/21/2017 9:09 AM

35 First half boring. Second half interesting 10/21/2017 9:00 AM

36 Alrhough the topic is of great interest, too much of her presentation was about her achievements.
Moved too quickly thro Info. Last part re personal privacy and not company related was very
interesting

10/21/2017 8:52 AM

37 I feel that she did not know her audience as most of her presentation was geared towards a high
level corporate audience until just about the end when she finally tapped into the "average Joe's"
interest.

10/21/2017 6:39 AM

38 I thought the bulk of her presentation did not address my areas of interest. It was more geared to
corporate issues than individual's privacy.

10/21/2017 6:37 AM

39 Content was aimed at companies who can protect us (or not) and not at seniors who are the users
of these products

10/21/2017 6:24 AM

40 I did feel at times it was more an add for Dr. C.'s business..I would have liked to have heard more
on the every day things re privacy....which she briefly touched at the end of her lecture ....

10/21/2017 6:04 AM

41 The personal microphone was not working well and even though Dr. Cavoukian tried to use the
stationary mic her voice trailed off when she moved her head. She should be able to move freely
and depend on a working personal mic.

10/21/2017 5:52 AM

42 The content was far too academic for an audience who (I presume) wanted to be given practical
tips about their privacy and how to protect it. Rather, it was about policy-making at the strategic
and planning level- interesting to those working in the field but less so to the average consumer of
Internet resources (especially of our generation). There was also too much information for a one
hour talk. I did not stay for questions so perhaps these addressed more concrete concerns. Some
case studies or anecdotes in Dr Cavoukian's presentation would have helped make it more
accessible. Pity, because personal privacy is a fascinating topic and one which worries us.

10/21/2017 5:44 AM

43 Excellent 10/21/2017 5:32 AM

44 This lecture was torture, and I could not exit fast enough. A topic that is truly pertinent to everyone
was made painfully boring. I am neither a legislator nor an international lawyer, so I learned
nothing.

10/21/2017 5:23 AM

45 This lecture was clearly aimed at the corporate level and not to the audience. It was too long and
any content pertinent to the audience was glossed over or not covered at all. Perhaps if she had
spent less time discussing her medical issues we may have actually learned something useful.

10/21/2017 4:32 AM

46 Idon't think it was necessary to mention armenian genocide . This is political issue and no
connection to lecture.

10/21/2017 3:05 AM

47 Majority of lecture too theoretical, only the last few minutes provided practical information. 10/21/2017 1:18 AM

48 The topic had excellent potential-but she gave the same speech she had delivered often before-
NOT adjusted to our specific demographic ??

10/20/2017 10:49 PM

49 would have liked more practical tips on protecting privacy i.e. for your phone,home computer ipads 10/20/2017 9:26 PM

50 Tried to do too much in the time she had. 10/20/2017 9:09 PM

51 I would have liked to hear about more ways to protect my own privacy. I felt much of the lecture
was too general and related to business and government rather than personal security.

10/20/2017 8:45 PM

52 Felt too much like a sales pitch. 10/20/2017 8:14 PM

53 I felt that it was information overload. She tried to cover too much. It was also very dry. At times I
found my mind wandering.

10/20/2017 8:08 PM

54 It seemed to be a 2 hour lecture that she slipped and rushed into 1 hour. 10/20/2017 8:04 PM

55 The second half was more relevant to me. The question and answer was good 10/20/2017 8:02 PM

56 A bit too long. People were yawning some sleeping. People lose track when the lecture is too long
Material and speaker were great

10/20/2017 7:59 PM
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57 The topic was not supposed to be about the speaker, but what we can do to protect our privacy.
I’m sorry she’s had medical issues, but was not interested in hearing about it. I wasted an hour
sitting listening to how wonderful she has been, instead of hearing how I can protect myself. Also,
the venue was unsatisfactory. There was a lot of loud noise coming from an adjacent room.
Finally, I’m upset the lectures take place every week. Once or twice a month would have been
better.

10/20/2017 7:37 PM

58 She lost me after 15 minutes and I am tech savvy. She wasn’t talking to experts and should not
have tried to cover so much material. Promoting herself constantly didn’t help.

10/20/2017 7:37 PM

59 I wish she had adjusted her presentation to focus more on practical advice after doing an overview
of global issues. Felt like it was for a business audience. Loved her passion! Attempted to cover
too much material.

10/20/2017 7:33 PM

60 interesting speaker, pity she jumped so many topics. should have stuck to personal privacy and
maybe government interference. business privacy is less interesting to the audience. she could
have edited her presentation to the audience

10/20/2017 7:26 PM

61 We gained a better understanding of the need to protect ones privacy. 10/20/2017 7:21 PM

62 Not much useful information. The 10/20/2017 7:18 PM
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Q2 Would you be interested in hearing Dr. Ann Cavoukian speak again in
the future on: 
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 Interested in new legislation in May 10/25/2017 6:37 AM

2 Absolutely, she has excellent presentation skills, and perhaps she could do a presentation
focusing on one area.

10/23/2017 8:57 AM

3 Expand on privacy topic 10/23/2017 7:47 AM

4 Yes, if she would speak more about the practical aspects of privacy as mentioned above. 10/22/2017 5:22 AM

5 would need to be geared differently 10/21/2017 1:57 PM

6 More detail how to protect one's privacy at home. 10/21/2017 10:12 AM

7 However, not more depth, but a watered down version 10/21/2017 9:13 AM

8 nothing too technical 10/21/2017 9:00 AM

9 If more related to individuals 10/21/2017 8:52 AM

10 She is a most engaging speaker. 10/21/2017 5:52 AM

11 With adjustments noted above 10/21/2017 5:44 AM

12 I hope I never hear her name spoken again in my lifetime. 10/21/2017 5:23 AM

13 I enjoyed this lecture but don't feel there's more information I would need on the subject. 10/21/2017 3:33 AM

14 She has her 'dog and pony show'- and it's of little concern to her who is sitting in the audience( set
slides, not respectful of time constraints,...

10/20/2017 10:49 PM

15 She had a great amount of information still to share. 10/20/2017 7:21 PM
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Q3 Regarding the organization of the event, please identify your level of
satisfaction with the following:
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# OTHER COMMENTS: DATE

1 The sound was not the best and I wasn’t able to see the speaker cause she had to stand at the
podium.

10/24/2017 1:42 PM

2 A friend bought our 2 tickets and is on your list. She forwards information. Please add me to the list
so I get information directly. Thanks Lynda Newman lmhnewman@gmail.com

10/24/2017 8:09 AM

3 Thank you for your organization and starting on time 10/23/2017 8:56 PM

4 I think 1/2 hr of Q and A is sufficient. Give the speaker an extra 15 min. 10/23/2017 7:26 PM

5 My only negative comment would be in regard to the audience. Perhaps people should not come
back for the Q&A after the break if they plan on leaving early? So many people left in the back half,
and it was disruptive to the rest of the audience and very rude to the speaker.

10/23/2017 8:57 AM

6 Can you improve the audio/microphone? I had a tall person sitting in front of me and I couldn't see
the speaker for much of the lecture. It would have been better if she could have walked across the
stage as she delivered her lecture, as she prefers to do.

10/22/2017 5:22 AM
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7 As you know there was a bit of a problem with the sound system but saw you tried to fix it 10/21/2017 1:57 PM

8 No need for a break. Most people can sit for 2 hours. It breaks the flow of the lecture and a lot of
people leave. If you are taking questions in advance of the talk, then you can just get on with it.

10/21/2017 1:35 PM

9 I think 45 minute Q and A is too long. Make the lecture 75 minutes or longer. 10/21/2017 12:27 PM

10 Lecture could be a bit shorter. 45 min, no break 45 min Q&A 10/21/2017 11:43 AM

11 45 min. Q & A is too long...too dependent on the quality of the questions. 45 min. lecture, 15 min.
break, 30 min. continuation of lecture 30 Q & A

10/21/2017 11:31 AM

12 I would suggest that we give the speakers an hour and 15 minutes to speak with a 15 minute break
and 30 minute question period.

10/21/2017 10:12 AM

13 good job 10/21/2017 9:00 AM

14 I think 1/2 hour for Q&A would be sufficient... 10/21/2017 6:04 AM

15 In my opinion, 30 minutes would be plenty for Q&A. The speaker had far too much content for one
hour only. It felt rushed.

10/21/2017 5:44 AM

16 The building is beautiful, but the lecture hall is not graduated seating. It is hard to see the speaker.
It is made further more difficult to see because the seats are set directly behind one another, so
that one must look through the patron in front. The seats should be staggered, so that one can see
between two patrons. The sound system was terrible. The voice boomed painfully, when it did not
go in and out.

10/21/2017 5:23 AM

17 Very impressive organization- very streamlined and well- explained?? No surprises- knew what to
expect??

10/20/2017 10:49 PM

18 can we do a shorter break or eliminate the break altogether? 10/20/2017 9:26 PM

19 Q&A a bit long. Perhaps only 30 minutes q&a is better. It looks like several people dont stay for
q&a,

10/20/2017 8:20 PM

20 It was late starting 10/20/2017 8:02 PM

21 Would love to start @1pm as per last year. Traffic is very heavy now that the start time is 1:30 till
we finish that 1/2 he makes a big difference

10/20/2017 7:59 PM

22 I’m not surpre the length of time for questions is necessary. I would have preferred the speaker to
continepue her talk. Most of the questions were rather redundant and Anne was forced to repeat
herself.

10/20/2017 7:48 PM

23 See above comments. 10/20/2017 7:37 PM

24 Stick ruthlessness to timelines. 10/20/2017 7:33 PM

25 get the venue not to make noise on the other side of the doors. Test the mikes before the talk
begins - seems to be a regular problem. the break in the middle always drags out too long so
people leave

10/20/2017 7:26 PM
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Q4 Overall, I would rate the lecture event on Oct 19th as:
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# ANY OTHER COMMENTS ON THE EVENT DATE

1 I found audience members randomly leaving in the second half to be very rude towards the
speaker & disturbing to the audience

10/25/2017 6:37 AM

2 The speaker- her delivery and passion for the topic was evident. But the title of the lecture was
misleading- I thought that there was going to be information on how to make sure our personal
information is kept secure.

10/24/2017 1:42 PM

3 more practical specific examples of what to do to avoid compromising one's identity 10/23/2017 10:10 AM

4 Timely, interesting and well-organized. 10/23/2017 8:57 AM

5 comments above aqre relevant here as well. 10/22/2017 9:15 PM

6 only reason for low rating is because think lecture was over most people's heads. Ann herself
spoke very well and was very passionate on the topic.

10/21/2017 1:57 PM

7 the speaker and topic were good, but the information was disappointing. 10/21/2017 1:35 PM

8 This was not for the general public. It was geared to corporate information officers. The last minute
of the presentation was of interest.

10/21/2017 12:49 PM
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9 Exiting the parking lot at 2.45 was a problem as many drivers had difficulty at the exit gate.
Despite my negative (but I hope constructive) comments above, I hold out great hopes for
subsequent lectures. Later Life Learning is in huge demand in our area and you have done a
wonderfully efficient job of setting up the Thornhill chapter and communicating with interested
members. Well done.

10/21/2017 5:44 AM

10 Thanks for all your work. 10/21/2017 5:32 AM

11 It could not have been a worse experience. 10/21/2017 5:23 AM

12 It was a bit too technical. Would have preferred much more real life examples and solutions.
Otherwise, terrific lecturer, though she had way too much she wanted to cover and had to rush
through.

10/21/2017 4:18 AM

13 Too vague for the general audience. Wanted to come away with more practical applications to
everyday privacy situations.

10/20/2017 9:07 PM

14 See above comments. 10/20/2017 7:37 PM

15 Really well organized 10/20/2017 7:33 PM
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Q5 How likely would you be to recommend Thornhill Lifelong Learning to
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Q6 Did you attend the previous TLL lecture series in Spring 2017
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